
LAST FRONTIER COUNCIL 
2013 NATIONAL JAMBOREE 8 PATCH SET 

COLLECTOR'S ORDER FORM 
 
The Last Frontier Council, headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, is proud to present an 
eight-patch set in commemoration of the 2013 National Jamboree at the Summit Bechtel 
Reserve in West Virginia. 

The theme of the set reflects the Scout Motto, "Be Prepared," as Scouts and Venturers in 
Oklahoma are prepared to respond to all kinds of weather related disasters.  Oklahoma Scouts 
have cleaned up debris after ice storms, built tornado shelters, helped citizens recover from 
wildfire damage, responded to flood emergencies, helped their neighbors in times of drought, 
and are always weather aware during the intense thunderstorms that abound in our state. 

The center patch is a radar image of the EF5 tornado that struck central Oklahoma on May 3, 
1999.  The weather symbols correspond to the six council strips worn by the six units in the 
council Jamboree contingent: Wildfire, Flood, Ice Storm, Drought, Tornado, and Lightning.  The 
wind turbine and oil rig depict the energy of our state.  Also included in the set is a special 75th 
Anniversary edition OA lodge patch, depicting the totem of the MaNu lodge (the spirit buffalo) 
in the radar image. 

Only 100 patch sets are available to collectors.  Order yours today! 

Maximum 5 sets per person. 

2013 NATIONAL JAMBOREE 8 PATCH SET    QTY___   x  $99.99   =  $________ 
 
    ___  CASH DISCOUNT  -$3.00   = $________ 
   
    ___ SHIPPING        $4.00  = $________ 
 
PAYMENT:           TOTAL   =     $________ 

__ CASH   __ CHECK #______    __ CREDIT CARD ( __ VISA   __ MASTERCARD  __ DISCOVER ) 

      NAME ON CARD ___________________________________ 

      CARD NUMBER ____________________________________ 

       EXPIRATION DATE (mm/yy) ____________  VCODE _______ 

SHIPPING:     SIGNATURE  ______________________________________ 

ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________ 

CITY:  ________________________   STATE:  ____   ZIP: _____________ 
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